
 

hMonitor  
Remote monitoring of patients who suffer from metabolic 

diseases 

  
hMonitor: the solution for monitoring lifestyles through active 
participation of the patient  

hMonitor is an innovative solution by Exprivia Healthcare which aims to provide, through information technology, a 

constant and continuous health monitoring of patients who suffer from metabolic diseases such as obesity or 

diabetes, even in the pre-pathological status. 

hMonitor can also provide a wide and well-structured database for a large-scale analysis of metabolic diseases and 

for the evaluation of their medical and anthropometric features by using a high innovative approach in organizing 

clinical phenomenon and recognizing patients at risk. 

By using hMonitor, patients can be remotely and constantly monitored for set periods. Through a combination of ITC 

technologies, the costs due to hospitalization of these patients may considerably be reduced. Nowadays, without the 

IT help, hospitalization becomes necessary. 

 

hMonitor employs new patterns for monitoring disease. 

This is made possible thanks to the versatility offered by 

smartphone Apps and technologies such as qrcodes, 

wireless networking, non-intrusive sensors and MEMS 

(Micro Electro Mechanical Systems). 

hMonitor is a remote monitoring system for diabetics and 

obese patients. It consists of an App for smartphone 

linked to a system of data collection based on 

bidimensional barcode (qrcode) and NFC-tag 

technologies. 

 

 

An innovative solution compared with current obesity and diabetes 
standard therapy systems 

hMonitor is a useful instrument for patient’s health and safety that uses mobile technology. The APP allows to: 

 record the food, the drug therapy and physical activity; 

evaluate weight, blood pressure, pulsations and glycaemia 

by using wireless measurement devices connected with the 

smartphone; 

 show a diagram on patient’s lifestyle trend; 

 motivate patients in choosing a healthy lifestyle through the 

constant feedback from the caregiver and the comparison 

of their own results with those anonymously published by 

the community; 

 communicate in real time with caregivers about recorded 

data and measured vital parameters; 

 receive immediate notification of changes in the Individual 

Care Plan (food, physical activity and drug therapy) 

provided by the caregiver; 

 send alarms in case of "out of range" remote sensing.  
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By using a back-office, the caregiver can: 

 manage their patients’ database, medical history and Individual Plan (also via tablet); 

 refer to diagrams about their patients’ lifestyle trend (real time); 

 receive warnings about patient’s health; 

 communicate with the patient and review the diet, the physical activity or the therapy at any time; 

 report and summarize data, provide statistics and export files for epidemiological survey. 

 

hMonitor: features overview 

Operating features: 

 adoption of innovative care models that involve the active participation of patients in the management of their 

disease; 

 perceptual and personal evaluation of the amount of taken food; 

 prevention and care in real time, based on constant communication between the patient and the caregiver. 

 

Technological features: 

 smartphone integration with measurement devices available (such as NFC, Bluetooth) to simplify taking and 

communicating vital signs; 

 physical activity intensity measurement using GPS and accelerometer sensor on smartphone. 

 

Further use 

Prevention - the App, used in case of individuals not yet suffering from disease but classifiable under a risk 

framework, allows you to have an epidemiological analysis system, by age group (i.e.: over 65). 

Patient empowerment - the App 

allows to check, evaluate and improve 

the individual BMI (Body Mass Index). 

Social networking use - the App can 

send anonymous measured data to a 

central server. The centralized 

anonymous measurements database 

may be accessed by a virtual 

community. 

Educational purpose - a widespread 

use can sustain local educational 

campaigns about healthy eating, fight 

against obesity, and so on.  
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